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Introduction

Much has been written about Rav Samson Raphael H
influence on German Jewry; and he is justifiably credited with
saved Orthodox Judaism in Germany. However, Rav Hirsch's
ence was not confined to Germany Jewry and did not end w
passing in 1888. His legacy continues to this very day and is
over the world.
It is the intent of this article to sketch how Hirschian id
has fostered the flourishing and thriving Torah life we see to
America by indicating how a number ofrabbis utilized this ide
Such a sketch cannot, of course, be comprehensive. ~onethel
does give one perspective on how far-reaching the influence
Hirsch has been on the American scene.

Rabbi Dr. Bernard Drachman (1861-1945)

In 1899, Rabbi Dr. Bernard Drachman published the firs
lish translation of Rav Hirsch's Nineteen Lettersl . Rc'lbbi Drach
life story is an interesting one and is told in his autobiograp
Urifailing Light: Memoirs ofan American Rabbi. 2

Dr. Yitzchok Levine, recently retired after
a professor for forty yea
Department of Matllematical Sciences of Stevens Institute of Technology;
NJ 07030, llevine@stevens.edu; Dr. Levine has written numerous
dealing with the historical aspects of American Jewish
as well as abo
issues of interest to the Orthodox Jev\~sh community.
1. This book is available online through Google books at http://tinyu
6gclmr.
2. The Unfailing Light: j'vienwirs of an AmC"lican Rabbi by Rabbi Dr.
Draclmlan, the Rabbinical Council of America, New York, 1948.
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Raised in a non-Shomer Shabbos home, he went to p
school in Jersey City, NJ and then Columbia College. vVhile in
school and college, Rabbi Drachman also attended the (Ref
Temple Emanuel Hebrew Preparatory School of New York Ci
six years. In 1882, he graduated Columbia with honors and de
to study for the rabbinate. Temple Emanuel granted him a sch
ship to pursue rabbinical studies with the idea that he would pr
for the Reform rabbinate. He went to Germany, studied a
University of Breslau and the Jewish Theological Seminary of
lau, and earned his rabbinical degree. In addition, he matricula
the University of Heidelberg and obtained the degree of P
Magna Cum Laude in 1885. As a result of his studies in Germ
Dr. Drachman became completely committed to Orthodox Jud
Temple Emanuel had sponsored his studies with the understa
that when he returned he would become its assistant rabbi. Giv
commitment to Orthodoxy, Rabbi Drachman was forced to m
clear to the congregants of Temple Emanuel that he would
serve an Orthodox congregation. Despite the fact that Reform
bis usually earned considerably more than Orthodox rabbi
chose the less lucrative career of being an Orthodox rabbi. The
was that, "he speedily became known as an enthusiastic and
getic champion of Orthodox Judaism, one of the then velY
English-speaking representatives of the ancient faith in the Am
of that time."3
During his summer vacation in 1883, Dr. Drachman v
Frankfurt-on-the-Main. His recollections of this visit show w
deep impression the community that Rav Hirsch had estab
made upon him.

In the latter place [FrankfurtJ we [Rabbi Drachma
his cousin SolomonJ not only saw a beautiful city but
most wonderful Jewish community,. the like of which
even then difficult to find anywhere else in the world. I
the city was not so very impressive, numbering not more
approximately twenty-five thousand souls, but in spiritu
~

3. JYfemm1al Journal published by Congregation Zichron Ephraim, 3/31
Available at http://tinyurl.com/6c6w3d.
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convincedly devout. The impress of his m
upon the whole Jewish life of the queenly city
business establishments closed on Sabbaths
days, the large and beautiful synagogues
which entered them to worship, even on
secular occupation, an.d a dozen other indi
unmistakable testimony to the fact that he
enthusiastically loyal Jews. The Orthodox
were not the majority of the Jewry of Frankf
congregatioD did Dot even belong to the off
munity. Legally and technically it was not
tion but only a private societ)~ Israelitische Re
"Israelitish Society for Religion," but in nu
greatly inferior to the main community and
gious fervor it was so superior, that
imp
of the city was far greater and more significa

The Judaism which Rav Hirsch taught,
had gained thousands of adherents, in Fr
while tmswervingly loyal to the Lavv and
Israel's past, was yet something different, s
was the religion of the ghetto without the m
world-estrangement of the ghetto. It wa
drously perfect synthesis of the ancient and t
Oriental-SinaiticTalmudic precepts of faith
the speech, the culture, and the demeanor o
and the Occidental world. It was fittingly
derstanding observers as ~eo-OrthodoAy.
Solomon and I met a number of mem
communi tv and they all measured up to thi
them wer; the broiliers Jacob and Julius
relatives of Solomon, cousins of his moth

business in a large way under the firm name of J.
Strauss. They were, however, more interested in Jewi
gion and culture than in their business affairs.
As their guests on Friday evening, we met in the
gogue, which was filled with devout worshippers. Mte
ice we walked together to the Strauss residence, a fi
beautifully furnished apartment in one of the best str
Frankfurt. It was a memorable evening, a remarkable c
nation of fervent Jewishness and aristocratic demea
perfect illustration of what the rabbis of the Talmud
when they spoke of "Torah and greatness in one
Everything was in accordance with the rabbinical prece
the best which the Jew is and has shall be reserved f
Sabbath. Such was the Friday evening in the Strauss
Herr Jacob Strauss chanted the Hebrew prayers with d
and reverence, and Frau Strauss was a most gracious h
After the sumptuous repast was concluded, and thank
given to the Giver of all good, we passed an hour o
pleasant, informal conversation. Many questions
America were asked of me, and my answers were re
with great apparent interest. 4
Dr. Drachman, who was in the forefront ofeverything Ort
during the last decade of the nineteenth century and the first
the twentieth, was greatly influenced by Rav Hirsch's To
Derech Eretz ideology. In his short biographical sketch ofRav
that he added to his translation of the Nineteen Letters, he wr

Samson Raphael Hirsch was, indeed, a "prince and
man" in Israel; a rare and noble figure in the Judaism
century now so rapidly nearing its end.
He possessed the faculty of thoroughly convincin
\vinning his followers, ofinspiring them with the same
siasm which burnt within his breast. The future ofJuda
the ages-old historical Judaism, is safe in Germany
keeping of those reared under the influence ofhis spirit
.t. The L'J~thilillg LtfJht,

pages 123-125.
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Nor is the influence ofhis spirit confined to t
circle of his own congregation, splendid though
far beyond tile confines of the queenly city of
the-Main, where his chief lite-work was done
Germany, Austro-Hungary; and Russia, it has
ders upon tile minds ofJudah's children; and w
ism is threatened, apparently in its very existen
hopelessly delivered over to the twin destructiv
grating influences of modern anti-religionism a
superstition and unculture, an approach to th
Hirsch seems the only way out of the almos
difficui ty. 5

Reb Shraga Feive1 Mendlowitz (1886-1

The name of Shraga Feivel Mendlowitz is inextric
Yeshiva 1brah Vodaath and Torah Umesorah. Mr. Men
insisted upon being called, was a pioneer educator wh
role in laying the foundations of yeshiva education in
came from a Chassidic background and stndied in Hun
vas. Some may not realize that he was deeply influ
philosophy of Rav Hirsch.
Early in his life Reb Shraga Feivel decided that he
himself to strengthening Orthodoxy in the face of the
those who would lmdermine Torah Judaism.

For tile impending battle, Rabbi Samson R
became the modeL Rav Hirsch's success in arre
to Reform in Germany served as an example ofw
could do. Rav Hirsch's ability to speak tile lan
5. http://tinyurLcom/6gclmr pages xi·xii

tific worldview
while remaining entirely rooted in class
Jewish sources and thought, was something Reb Shrag
Feivel explicitly sought to emulate. Rav Hirsch had not bee
intimidated by 19th-cenmry thought or the rapid advance
science in his day, and neither would Reb Shraga Feivel sh
away from the challenges of the 20th century. Having ident
fied Rav Hirsch as one of the exemplars of what he hoped
achieve in life, Reb Shraga Feivel pored over his vast corpu
of writings. 6
On one occasion, while he was attending the shiurim of Rab
Simcha Bunim Schreiber (1843-1907), a grandson of the Chasa
Sofer and author of Shevet Softt;

Reb Shraga Feivel found himself the object of criticis
when he was seen smdying Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch
works. Because Rav Hirsch wrote in German vernacular, h
works still occasioned suspicion within the deeply conserv
tive Hungarian yeshiva world of the day. Reb Shraga Feiv
was swnmoned to appear before the yeshivah administratio
At his "trial" he enlisted the assistance of an old Jew living
Press burg, who testitIed that thirty years earlier, when his tIr
wife's mental disability torced him to seek permission fro
one hundred rabbis to take a second wife, the Divrei Chaim
Sanz had advised him to travel to Frankfurt-am-Main to ob
tain the signamre for Rav Hirsch, telling him, "What I am t
Galicia, he is to Germany."7
Reb Shraga Feivel often utilized ideas from Rav Hirsch in his classe

He was alive to every facet of genuine Torah expressio
"Some souls," he used to say, "drink from Tanya. Others fro
the Ra117chal. Still others from Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsc
I drink from all of them, though at any given time, I mig
drink from one in particular." He had the genius to draw fro
eycry strand of authentic Jewish thought, to place those var

6. Rtb
Feivel, the Architect of Iorah in Amet'ica by Yonoson Rosenblum
'\1esorah
Ltd. 2001, page 38.
7. ibid., pages 34-35.
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Rav Dr. Joseph Breuer (1882-1980)

Rav Breuer was, of course, a ioremost proponent o
ideology. He influenced thousands through his many ye
ership of K'hal Adath Jeshurun, his classes, speeches an
and his bringing the Torah of Rav Hirsch to English sp
by having the writings of Rav Hirsch translated into E
built a model Kehilla, which others would do well
Anyone who came in close contact with members of KA
help but be impressed by how the beautiful legacy ofRav
steadfastly preserved and practiced.

One area in which Rav Breuer excelled was his in
consistency in all aspects of life. For him there was no
bebveen religious observance 81'ld "mundane" activity. L
n-ate this with an example.

The commentary of Rav Hirsch on the Chumash i
just an explanation of the Torah. It is filled with gems
what Torah Judaism really is or, at least, should be. On v
Vayikra-

Speall to the entire cornrnunity ofthe Children ofIsrael and
Be holy, for L God, your God) am holy.

Rav Hirsch writes:

l

:'

=--.

Self· mastery is the highest art a man can pr
mastery does not mean neglecting, stunting, kil
stroying 81lY of one's powers or faculties. In an
selves, the powers and faculties
from the most
the most sensual
that have been given to man
good nor bad. They all have been given to us

:Zosenblllm,

8. Ibid., page 25.

purposes - that we may use them to do God's vYill on earth
The Torah sets for each of them a positive purpose an
negative limits. In the service ofthat purpose and within thos
limits, all is holy and good. But where a person strays from
that purpose and exceeds those limits, coarseness and ev
begin.
As in any other art, virtuosity in this, the highest moral a
can be attained only through practice training one's mora
willpower to master the inclinations of the heart. But thi
training is not to be undertaken in the realm of the expressl
forbidden, where any slip would result in wrongdoing
Rather, moral resolve must be tested and strengthened in th
realm of the permitted. By learning to overcome inclination
that are permitted but related to the forbidden, one gains th
power of self-mastery and thus makes all his powers an
tamlties subservient to the fulfillment of God's Will. Eac
person, according to his own unique qualities, should wor
on his inner self; and he should train quietly, in a manne
known only to himself.

This selection is just one example of how relevant Rav Hirsch
writings are to our times. 'rYe live in a time where there is too muc
emphasis on externalities at the expense of commitment to the quie
private practice of Judaism. Our society is obsessed with packagin
at the expense of substance, and, sadly, some have been duped int
thinking that this is also true when it comes to their Yiddishkeit. Ra
Breuer elucidated this alI too well when he wrote:

Genuine Chassidic Jewishness strives for Chassidus whic
in itself is a lofty achievement on the ethical ladder which th
Yehudi must attempt to climb. This is demonstrated for us b
R. Pinchas ben Yair (Avodah Za'rah 20b): Our highest duty
Tbrah and its study; this leads to carefUlness which in tur
leads to active striving; to guiltlessness; to purity; to holiness
to modesty; to the fear of sin; and finall)) to Chassiduth
Accordingl)) a Chassid is a Jew who gives himself in limitles
love to the Divine Will and its realization and to whom th
welfare of his fellowmen constitutes the highest source o
satisfaction (see Hirsch, Chorev, Ch. 14). Thus, in the Talmu
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apply the precepts of Chassidus.
He does not deserve the title if he is particular
the Kashrus of his food but tails to apply the pr
conscientiousness and honesty to his business dealin
He does not deserve this title if his social l
permeated by love and the deep interest in the welt
fellow men; if he does not shun quarreling, envy
abominable lashon hora; if he does not earnestly
acquire those midos for which Rav Hirsch (in his Ch
so eloquently.
Certainly the mere exhibition of a certain type o
or the type of beard worn or even the adornmen
sideburns do not entitle the bearer to the title of
Chassid. These may be marks of distinction
but t
be earned to be deserved. 9
Rav Breuer lived his life as a true Chassid, setting an ex
thousands to follow. His uncompromising approach to yas
his activities whether sacred or chol is something that e
should strive to emulate.

Rav Shimon Schwab (1908-1993)
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There are those who will argue that Torah im Derech
been accepted de facto by American Orthodoxy given that
out the country there are yeshivas offering curricula that in
both Limudei Kodesh and Limutiei Chot. However, in tru
nwsdos are not truly following the tiered) of Rav Hirsch. M
vas simply append a secular studies curriculum onto the
subjects that are taught ..AJmost always what is taught and

9. Rap Breuer, His Life and His
228.

(Feldheim Publishers, 1998)

areas.

This should not to be confused with a genuine Torah i1rt De
Eretz education in which Limudei Kodesh and LilllUtdei Chot fcmn
seamless entity. In a yeshiva giving such an education there woul
no "separation" between religious subjects and secular subject
that the secular subjects would be taught from a Torah perspect
Rav Shimon Sch\vab addressed this issue when he wrote:

However, we are still very far removed from the ideal.
so are all other yeshivos and mesivtos which employ for t
"English" department 110n-Jewish or irreligious Jewish te
ers. If onlv the secular teacher would be endowed wi
proper hashkafah and desire to be mechanech Jewish nesha
to become i:lWiI ~1::J':.7 1 Then he or she would not only man
to impart a masterfill secular education with results w
would impress the parents as well as the authorities, but e
secular lesson could be turned into a genuine Jewish exp
ence.
~

Rather than subjecting the students of a yeshivah to
schizophrenic jolt of switching over in the afternoon f
kodesh to choly and ex-posing them to the fascination ofa for
culture and non-Torah vahtes, the ideal Torah im Derech E
teacher ofthe secular department would be capable ofser
the whole menu of secular knowledge to the students as
W'i'ii miitl 7:.7.
First of all, the secular teacher would impress his or
students with the concept that a first-class general educa
gives the student the wherewithal to make a kiddush Has
in the outside world. Secondly, as a true mechanech, he or
\vould control the libra1")~ and all required reading of Eng
literature would be discussed from a Torah viewpoint, cla
ing where our Torah ideology differs from the philosoph
the author. The compositions written by the students sh
discuss the ideological Jewish interest contained in the lite
masterpieces: what we can accept, and what we must reje

,
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the young mind to behold n'tv).' i1~:m::l O?,::l tTl 1'tv)
'Vhichever way science is exploring the universe, t
will show the students how all creatures reflect th
wisdom and glory of the 0?n7 ~"::I, and how all tlle t
evolution, etc., are mere theories, i.e., convenien
explain for a while the appearance of an inexplicabl
the unbelieving mind until a better answer presents

History would be taught along with the descrip
Jewish events which occurred in tlle particular per
happens to be the subject matter of the studies. T
would not miss the opportunity to stress how the
Being controls the great historic drama of mankind
enacted upon earth by temporary rulers and heroes
the disenfranchised masses, all like figures on a ch
which are moved about according to the master p
~,;"! 1"::1 tv"i';"! O'::l?~Tl '::l?~ 1?~·
Social studies. What a wide field to teach all th
material against a framework of Je\vish values and
All in all, the students ofthe ideal Torah im Derech Br
would not only be trained to acquire a maximwn
knowledge, but they would also attain an exceptio
of accomplishments in secular fields while enric
hashkafah.

One reminiscence of my youth comes to mind.
math teacher, O,?tv;"! "?:II', when he taught us how t
1/3 in decimal points as 0.333..., pointed out t
"Here we are face to face with Eternity, so we get a
what the word n:!lJ? really means."

L_"

Of course, all this remains a dream unless w
concerted eftort to give a gifted ben Tomh or bas Tor
endowed with pedagogical skills and a love for tea
opporumity to get the mandatory diploma in a
seminary. Such a seminary would have separate div

spirit of Torah,
And another most important point remains, Once we
no longer dependent on Torah-less teachers of secular su
jects, we will have to pay a dignified salary to our own bre
of limudei chol instructors, commensurate with the vital r
which they play in the lives of our yourh,11l
Imagine a Torah educational system throughout America mo
eled upon the To-rah i111 De1'ech Bretz ideas so eloquently enunciat
above by Rav Schwab! Just think of the products that it wou
produce, Instead, what do we see today? An atmosphere in whi
some of our most committed youth have adopted the attitude th
anything secular is a waste of time, Indeed, in some of the more rig
wing mesivthas there are boys who do not even earn a high scho
diploma! One can only wonder what will happen to these you
men when they are faced with the challenge of supporting th
families,
America desperately needs to develop and implement yesh
curricula that will produce young people who while excelling
Torah knowledge will at the same time attain a solid secular educ
tion that is permeated with the hashkafah ofRav Hirsch,

Conclusion

What has been written above is by no means exhaustive, bu
does make one thing clear the Torah inz De-rec/7 Bretz ideology
Rav Hirsch has contributed immeasurably to the vibrant Orthod
life that exists today in America. However, Torah life is never sta
- it either grows or, Chas l?)sholom; deteriorates. IfAmerican Orth
doxy wants to make sure that it remains vibrant, then it will do w
to incorporate the ideology of Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch in all
endeavors. Rav Hirsch laid out a time proven path for us. Let
continue to follow it!
10. The

l:~ftieth

Anniversat)' ofK'halAdatb Jeshunm, address delivered at 5
celebration, June 5, 1988 (20 Sh:an 5748), reprinted in Selce
Spcfdm, A Collel.:tion ofAddresses and Essays on Hashkafoh, Contemporary I,sues a
JC1l'islJ History, pages 229-231.
Annin~rsary

